
Of Life and Feces  

 

One subject rarely rendered poetic  

Concerns our feces and its aesthetic  

All poets great and small, who drop loads  

From sphincter, winter, spring, summer, fall...  

Create lofty aromas from literature's heavy toll.  

Alas, in a wafting, full wind arrival foretold...  

Comes a poet's pernicious gas... His portfolio?  

 

Expecting flowery smells, of deep inhales  

Yet poopy-do abounds in hidden nasal hues.  

On a dawn breeze, once thought glorious  

Comes a disturbing flatulent, indecorous.  

Sits poet alone, inelastic folly, constipative.  

His investiture on enamel throne, enervative.  

 

 

Hark! A voice, a groaning, a bellowing:  

"Tried to shite, but only farted!"  

The cardinal rule of poets eternal:  

When floating turds fail to flourish, get started  

Create a Vaseline vestibule bed of roses  



Insert nozzle of joyless lubricated hoses  

 

And hold thy noses!  

 

Warm water cavalcade of rectal invade!  

A countdown escapade! A last minute stayed?  

Mad dash, insistent splash, colon obeyed!  

Perspiration, inspiration, not desperate!  

Purged, poet wipes away evil constipate.  

Obstructions in byways brown, dissipates...  

Flushed, flowing, piped to leech gate, to irrigate...  

 

Poet's eye on buds, bees, flowers, trees  

Poet pens poems naturally, bowels free  

-In glee, inspired, writes:  

 

Will not the birds of heaven and sky deposit  

Globular globs of digest upon heads, on  

Shoulders broad in well-aimed splattered lobs?  

Oh, winged-beauty of bat guano deep, take flight!  

Alight, forthright, in darkness sonic, snatch flying  

Bugs and slugs, all scat-scattering delights  

On full-moon Walpurian nights.  



 

Poet's persnickety feline's litter boxes  

Reeking aromas versifier deems noxious  

Daintily deposits sandy-haired  

Kitty commode fecal nuggets  

In flushes insistent, duteous.  

Hark! A bubbling stupendous!  

Calamities of back-flow dung!  

Swirling, baffling, plenteous!  

 

Mankind's smiling controller of snake  

Plunger, wrench, portable bench...  

A midnight knight of nuts and bolts  

Arrives to damp, clamp, plug, clench  

the eliminate and ameliorate plumbed results  

in a poet's pink potty of nasty nasal insults.  

 

What? Plumbers bill: $375!!!!!  

 

 

 

—Max Keanu 

 


